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Abstract: Reactivity controlled compression ignition (RCCI) is a highly efficient and clean combustion
concept, which enables the use of a wide range of renewable fuels. Consequently, this promising
dual fuel combustion concept is of great interest for realizing climate neutral future transport. RCCI
is very sensitive for operating conditions and requires advanced control strategies to guarantee
stable and safe operation. For real-world RCCI implementation, we face control challenges related to
transients and varying ambient conditions. Currently, a multivariable air–fuel path controller that can
guarantee robust RCCI engine operation is lacking. In this work, we present a RCCI engine controller,
which combines static decoupling and a diagonal MIMO feedback controller. For control design,
a frequency domain-based approach is presented, which explicitly deals with cylinder-to-cylinder
variations using data-driven, cylinder-individual combustion models. This approach enables a
systematic trade-off between fast and robust performance and gives clear design criteria for stable
operation. The performance of the developed multivariable engine controller is demonstrated on a
six-cylinder diesel-E85 RCCI engine. From experimental results, it is concluded that the RCCI engine
controller accurately tracks the five desired combustion and air path parameters, simultaneously. For
the studied transient cycle, this results in 12.8% reduction in NOx emissions and peak in-cylinder
pressure rise rates are reduced by 3.8 bar/deg CA. Compared to open-loop control, the stable and
safe operating range is increased from 25 ◦C up to 35 ◦C intake manifold temperature and maximal
load range is increased by 14.7% up to BMEP = 14.8 bar.

Keywords: dual fuel control; combustion modelling; combustion engine system control; data-driven
models; model-based control; alternative fuels; fuel flexibility

1. Introduction

The transport sector faces enormous challenges in contributing to a climate neutral
society in 2050. With the European Green Deal, an ambitious 2050 sector target of 90% green
house gas (GHG) reduction, with respect to 1990 emissions, was set [1]. To achieve this
long term sustainability goal, intermediate targets were also defined. For new European
on-road vehicles, legislation requires that the tailpipe CO2 emissions (in g/km) are cut by
30% to 40% in 2030 (using a 2019 reference). Moreover, the maritime sector has defined
their targets: at least a 40% reduction in carbon intensity of all ships in 2030 compared to
the 2008 baseline. At the same time, increasingly strict targets for pollutant emissions have
to be met. For on-road applications, attention is shifting towards real-world emissions,
particularly nitrogen oxide (NOx) and particulate matter (PM), to improve local air quality.

Internal combustion engines are the workhorses in the transport sector, especially
for heavy-duty applications. Typically, these applications cannot be easily converted into
full electric applications. Consequently, it is of major importance to focus on alternative
concepts that can be introduced on relatively short time frames, such that they start acceler-
ating the reduction of GHG emissions. From a well-to-wheel system perspective, besides
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influencing human behavior and introducing vehicle and logistic measures, highly efficient
engine concepts running on renewable fuels is a promising alternative. This not only holds
for heavy-duty applications, but also for passenger cars. Using renewable fuels offers an
important advantage: the possibility to use existing fuelling infrastructure. Note that the
current focus on tailpipe CO2 emission reduction does not promote the use of renewable
fuels. However, this is expected to change by new on-road legislation for the post-2030
time frame. In addition, a recent study into life cycle-related GHG emissions of passenger
cars [2] showed that the combination of plug-in hybrid electric vehicles and renewable E85
or HVO is expected to be competitive with battery electric vehicles in 2050.

1.1. Fuel Flexible RCCI Concept

Reactivity controlled compression ignition (RCCI) is an advanced dual-fuel combus-
tion concept that is characterized by very high thermal efficiencies (up to 57%) as well
as ultra-low engine-out, NOx, and PM emissions [3]. In this fuel flexible concept, a low
reactivity (gasoline-like) and high reactivity (diesel-like) fuel is blended in the cylinder to
create the desired combustion properties. This makes it robust for the selection of future
sustainable transport fuels. In this work, we focus on the combination of diesel and E85,
which are commercially available and show good combustion properties, see, e.g., [4–6].
Although massive progress has been made in the understanding of the RCCI concept, four
main challenges are encountered in competing with alternative concepts, and they bring
this promising concept "on the road: [6]:

1. Realizing high brake thermal efficiencies (above 50%);
2. Stable engine operations over the entire load range;
3. Acceptable tailpipe total hydrocarbon (THC) and CO emissions;
4. Robust performance during highly dynamic drive cycles and varying ambient conditions.

New hardware developments will play an important role in creating the desired
in-cylinder conditions for ultra clean and efficient RCCI operations. This includes new
fueling and air management hardware, such as direct injection dual-fuel injection, ad-
vanced turbocharging, variable valve actuation, and new after-treatment technologies. To
guarantee robust and stable engine operations, advanced combustion control concepts are
essential [6,7].

1.2. RCCI Control Challenges

RCCI is a pre-mixed combustion concept, which is characterized by controlled auto-
ignition of the in-cylinder mixture. By early fuel injection that ends well before the start of
combustion, sufficient mixing of the fresh air, injected fuels, and combustion products from
previous cycles is achieved.

RCCI control is a relatively new research field and only a few experimental studies
have been reported in the open literature up to now [8–14]. Table 1 summarizes their
main control-related characteristics. To compensate for the effect of disturbances on the
combustion process, these studies typically apply next-cycle fuel path control for individual
cylinder control of the combustion phasing (CA50) or engine work (IMEP). Using this next-
cycle control approach, combustion stability is improved by minimizing cyclic variability.
By implementing a next-cycle controller for each cylinder, cylinder-to-cylinder variations
are reduced and cylinder balancing is realized.

In most cases, PID controllers are applied. For example, Strandh et al. [9] compared
the performance of a CA50 PID and a CA50 LQG controller on a six cylinder heavy-duty
engine. For this single-input single-output (SISO) controller, good reference tracking,
and good disturbance rejection for changes in engine speed and injected fuel energy
is shown. However, in the multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) case, coupling can
be encountered between the fuel control loops, as illustrated in [11,12,15]. This limits
the control performance. In [13], a model-predictive controller (MPC) with a five-cycle
prediction horizon is implemented to control CA50 and IMEP. Using a physics-based
combustion model, stable combustion and good tracking performance were demonstrated
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for the load steps. MPC can deal with MIMO systems and can explicitly handle constraints,
but it is more computationally expensive and sets more challenging control hardware
requirements compared to PID control.

Table 1. Overview of experimental RCCI control studies. Abbreviations: FR—(mass- or energy-based)
fuel ratio; CC—combustion centroid; MFB—mass fraction burned; DI—direct injection; SOI—start of
injection; ωe—engine speed; Q f —fuel quantity; E f —fuel energy).

Ref. Controlled
Parameter

Control
Input

Control
Strategy

Change or
Disturbance

[8] CA50, IMEPn Q f ,tot, FR PID ωe, IMEPn
[9] CA50 FR PID, LQG ωe, E f
[10] CA50 FR PID BMEP
[11] CA50, IMEP E f , FR PID IMEP
[12] MFB50, IMEP Q f ,tot, FR or SOIDI PI IMEP
[13] CA50, IMEP Q f ,tot, FR or SOIDI MPC IMEP
[14] CC, IMEP, PPR Q f ,tot, QDI,post, FR, SOIDI,post PI IMEP

For RCCI transient operation, studies focus on reference tracking of combustion pa-
rameters by fuel path control during the engine speed or load changes [8–13]. As illustrated
in [10], PPR and NO emissions increased when CA50 was closed-loop controlled. However,
realization of the desired emissions at maximum thermal efficiency while simultaneously
guaranteeing safe and stable combustion is essential for real-world implementation. This
requires accurate coordination of both air and fuel path to achieve the desired in-cylinder
conditions. This is also crucial for combustion mode switching to cover the entire load
range [6,14]; the diesel-E85 RCCI operation with a maximal gross IMEP between 9 [5,16]
and 16.5 bar [17] is found. For a high load operation up to BMEP = 20 bar, conventional
dual fuel mode with late injection timing needs to be applied, see e.g., [18]. To switch
between these combustion modes, accurate air–fuel path control is key to realizing a smooth
transition between the different operating conditions.

1.3. Research Objective and Main Contributions

Robust air–fuel path control is essential for real-world implementation of the RCCI
combustion concept. Thus far, RCCI control studies focused on fuel path control only,
as illustrated in Table 1, and the applied next-cycle PID controllers are manually tuned.
This is typically done by studying the controlled RCCI engine behavior around a single
operating point. Consequently, we aimed to develop a systematic control design approach
that guarantees stable and robust RCCI performance under disturbances for coordinated
air–fuel path control. This is a challenging control problem due to its complexity and
coupling between the fuel and air path control loops.

In this work, a frequency domain-based control design method is proposed for the
multi-variable RCCI engine control problem. This data-driven method combines frequency
response function (FRF) system identification, system analysis, and feedback control de-
sign using loop shaping. With this method, allowable ranges in variations in combustion
behavior and effective rejection of external disturbances can be specified for stable en-
gine performance. Similar to [15,19], the proposed MIMO feedback controller combines
linear parameter-varying (LPV) static decoupling with a diagonal PI feedback controller.
Both studies concentrated on next-cycle control functionality and transient performance.
Compared to these earlier studies, the main contributions of this work are:

• A new, data-driven combustion uncertainty model based on individual cylinder
FRF system identification. This model quantifies the cylinder-to-cylinder variations;

• Robust MIMO feedback control design using the developed uncertainty model. This
allows for a systematic trade-off between fast and robust performance for all cylinders;
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• Additional control design details on achieved input–output decoupling and robust
stability. This includes air–fuel path interaction analysis and robust stability analysis
of the single feedback controller for varying operating points;

• New experimental results for the six-cylinder diesel-E85 RCCI engine around three
operating points; in addition to earlier transient results, the potential of the RCCI
engine controller is demonstrated to compensate for disturbed intake manifold tem-
perature and to increase the high load RCCI range due to the reduced cylinder-to-
cylinder variations.

This work is organized as follows. Firstly, the experimental set-up is introduced.
Secondly, the RCCI control problem and the proposed RCCI engine control architecture
are addressed in Section 3. Thirdly, Section 4 provides details on the systematic control
design approach. For the developed controller, experimental results are presented and
discussed in Section 5. Finally, the main conclusions and directions for future research
are summarized.

2. Experimental Setup

Figure 1 shows a scheme of the studied heavy-duty engine platform, which is based
on a modern, six-cylinder EURO-VI diesel engine. This standard production engine is
equipped with a common rail direct injection (DI) system for diesel and a cooled, high-
pressure exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) system. For advanced dual fuel RCCI research,
the following hardware changes are implemented:

• E85 injection system with port fuel injection (PFI) for all cylinders as well as single
point injection (SPI) capability;

• Modified piston;
• Modified turbocharger with a variable geometry turbine (VGT);
• Pressure sensor in each cylinder.

Implementation of the SPI system required an adaptation of the EGR system; a 4 kW
electric heater and mixer with six injectors equally distributed around the circumference
are installed downstream of the EGR cooler. The E85 fuel quantity injected in the EGR
flow can mix with (fresh) air flow, which results in a homogeneous mixture of fuel, air, and
combustion products from previous cycles in the intake manifold. By adding PFI capability,
we can compensate for uneven mixture distribution over the cylinders. It is noted that
the baseline common rail diesel injection system remained unchanged. The main engine
specifications are listed in Table 2.

Table 2. Dual fuel RCCI engine specifications.

Parameter Unit Value or Spec

Number of cylinders - 6 (in line)
Total displacement volume ` 13
Compression ratio - 15:1
DI fuel rail pressure bar 500
PFI/SPI fuel rail pressure bar 4.5
DI fuel - Diesel (EN590)
PFI/SPI fuel - E85

2.1. Data Acquisition

Engine performance is analyzed using various temperature, pressure, mass flow, and
rotational speed sensors. In addition, post-turbine gaseous emissions are measured by
a Horiba MEXA-ONE unit. These signals are sampled at 10 Hz by the engine test bed
automation system.

For combustion analysis, an AVL Indimodul 621 in combination with Kistler 2853 charge
amplifiers are available. This engine indication system acquires both crank angle data from
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an AVL 365x pulse system and data from the Kistler 6125C in-cylinder pressure sensors at
0.1 deg CA resolution.

ωe

τe

EGR cooler

2 3 4 5 6Mixer

PFI: û1QE85

1

DI: u1Qdiesel

uEGR
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Figure 1. Scheme of the studied dual fuel RCCI engine with both diesel (purple) and E85 (green) fuel
paths illustrated for cylinder 1 only.

2.2. Real-Time Control System

The standard engine control system is modified to create the desired flexibility to
implement the developed RCCI control strategy. Besides the discussed engine hardware
modifications, new control hardware is connected, as illustrated in Figure 2. This results in
the following distributed control architecture. A Speedgoat rapid prototyping platform
is selected to meet the challenging requirements for next-cycle combustion control. This
platform consists of a Kintex 7 FPGA and an Intel Core i7 3.5 GHz CPU with two cores.
The FPGA part serves for real-time and parallel processing of the in-cylinder pressure
signals. For each combustion cycle, cylinder-individual combustion phasing (CA50) and
net indicated mean effective pressure (IMEPn) are derived. Together with additional
measurements, the calculated combustion parameters are input to the air and fuel path
control software, which runs on the CPU part at a sample frequency of fs = 100 Hz.
The determined control actions are sent from the Speedgoat system to two low-level
component controllers:

• Wingmate ECU controls the E85 PFI and SPI injectors, such that the desired injection
timing and quantity is realized;

• dSPACE MABXII realizes the desired VGT and EGR valve position and diesel injection
timing and quantity for the individual cylinders.
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Figure 2. Overview of the hardware architecture of the implemented RCCI engine control system.
Reprinted from [15] with permission. ©SAE International 2019.

2.3. Engine Operating Points

In this work, we concentrate on three engine operating points; around a central
highway-like point (A), engine load (B), and engine speed (C) are varied. Based on ex-
tensive engine parameter sweeps, a trade off between high thermal efficiency and low
engine out emissions is found within the constraints set by stable and safe operation. The
corresponding optimal operational conditions are summarized in Table 3. More details on
the selected engine control settings can be found in [15].

Table 3. Optimal RCCI operating conditions for the three studied points .

Parameter Unit A B C

Engine speed ωe rpm 1000 1000 1300
Net indicated mean effective
pressure IMEPn bar 8.5 11.5 8.5

Total injected E85 quantity uQE85 mg/inj 136 180 125
Diesel DI injection quantity uQDiesel mg/inj 20.5 18.0 23.0
Diesel DI injection timing uSOI Diesel deg CA aTDC −40 −42 −40
E85 PFI injection timing uSOI E85 deg CA aTDC −295 −295 −295
VGT position uVGT % open 38 35 56
EGR position uEGR % open 20 20 20
Energy-based blend ratio BR % 81.8 87.0 78.6
Air fuel ratio λAF - 2.3 2.2 2.5
Intake manifold pressure pim bar 1.98 2.40 2.05
Intake manifold temperature Tim

◦C 32.5 34.0 32.0

3. RCCI Control

This section discusses the RCCI control problem and presents the proposed control
system architecture. Details about the introduced feedforward and feedback controllers are
given. This is essential input for the control design in Section 4.
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3.1. RCCI Control Problem

The main objective of the RCCI engine controller is to realize the driver’s power
request with maximal fuel efficiency while meeting emission, safety and noise constraints.
In this study, we focus on engine-out emissions. Table 4 lists the defined limits for safe and
stable combustion. It is noted that the peak in-cylinder pressure rise rate is also associated
with combustion noise.

Table 4. Limits for safe and stable RCCI operation.

Quantity Limit

Peak in-cylinder pressure zPMAX 200 bar
Peak in-cylinder pressure rise rate zPPR 15 bar/deg CA
Combustion stability cov(IMEPn) 5%

Figure 3 shows a scheme of the studied RCCI engine with the proposed engine control
system. The high level control objectives are indicated by:

z =
[

zη zNOx zPM zTHC zCO zPMAX zPPR
]>, (1)

with brake thermal efficiency zη in %, nitrogen oxide emission zNOx in g/kWh, particulate
matter emission zPM in g/kWh, total hydrocarbon emission zTHC in g/kWh, and carbon
monoxide emission zCO in g/kWh. For the studied RCCI engine, the following control
inputs are available to realize the desired in cylinder conditions:

u =
[

ui
QE85 ui

QDiesel ui
SOI Diesel uVGT uEGR

]>
, (2)

where the VGT position uVGT and EGR valve position uEGR control the air and EGR
flow into the cylinders. For fuel quantity and mixture control, E85 quantity ui

QE85, diesel
quantity ui

QDiesel, and diesel injection timing ui
SOI Diesel can be adjusted. As we have cylinder

individual fueling capability, the cylinder number i = {1, 2, . . . , 6} is indicated. It is noted
that ui

QE85 is a combination of the injected SPI quantity ũQE85 and the cylinder individual
injected PFI quantity ûi

QE85. This results in a total E85 fueling quantity per cylinder:

ui
QE85 = ũQE85 + ûi

QE85. (3)

For the presented experimental results, unless stated elsewhere, the applied total
PFI-to-SPI E85 mass flow ratio is 50%:50%. For all ratios, the total injected E85 quantity,
which is specified in Table 3, is always realized.

RCCI performance is very sensitive for variations in operating conditions, such as
different duty cycles or varying ambient conditions. These external disturbances are
given by:

w =
[

τload ωe pa Ta
]>, (4)

with engine load torque τload in Nm, engine speed ωe in rpm, ambient pressure pa in Pa
and ambient temperature Ta in ◦C. Uncontrolled combustion can lead to misfires or partial
combustion at low load, which is associated with high CO and HC emissions. At high
loads, knocking and high peak cylinder pressures can be present. This has to be avoided,
since it can result in engine damage and unacceptable noise levels. As a result, the main
control challenge is to guarantee robust performance during real-world operations. This is
essential to bring RCCI engines on the road.
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Figure 3. Scheme of the RCCI engine with the proposed control system architecture (adapted
from [19]).

3.2. RCCI Engine Control Architecture

Similar to previous work [15,19], a combined feedforward–feedback control architec-
ture is proposed to coordinate air and fuel path, see Figure 3. Nominal optimal performance
is realized by the feedforward controller, whereas robust performance has to be guaranteed
by the feedback controller based on real-time information from the observer O (also called
virtual sensor). Using crank angle and in-cylinder pressure information, this observer
determines crucial combustion parameters for engine load an combustion phasing control.
In the proposed control strategy, cylinder individual, net indicated mean effective pressure
(IMEPn) and the crank angle where 50% of the total heat is released (CA50) are calculated
for each combustion cycle. Details about the implemented virtual sensor can be found in,
e.g., [7]. In the “sequel” of this section, both controllers are discussed in more detail.

3.3. Feedforward Controller

For each engine speed ωe and requested engine brake torque τe, the feedforward
controller gives the nominal control input settings u0 and corresponding reference values r.
These values are determined during an off-line optimization process and give the best
trade-off between brake thermal efficiency and engine out emissions. In the literature,
various methods are proposed to determine these optimal engine settings, see e.g., [20,21].

As the high-level objectives z in (1) cannot be measured directly using production
sensors, related quantities have to be selected. Based on the available observed signals x,
correlations z(x) and controllability of x, the following reference signals r are selected:

• Net indicated mean effective pressure (IMEPn) is a cylinder individual measure for
engine load and is an indicator for misfires and partial combustion;

• Energy-based blend-ratio is defined as:

BR =
ṁE85LHVE85

ṁE85LHVE85 + ṁdieselLHVdiesel
· 100%, (5)

where ṁ denotes the cylinder individual mass flow and LHV the lower heating
value of the fuel. This quantity has a strong link with THC and CO emissions and
combustion stability;

• Combustion phasing (CA50) is an important indicator for the mixing period and for
combustion stability. Moreover, CA50 is closely linked to thermal efficiency;

• Exhaust manifold pressure pem is associated with EGR mass flow and pumping losses;
• EGR ratio is given by:

XEGR =
ṁEGR

ṁEGR + ṁc
· 100%, (6)

with EGR mass flow ṁEGR and compressor fresh air flow ṁc. It is linked to the oxygen
content in the intake manifold.
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With the implemented in-cylinder pressure sensors, zPMAX and zPPR can be continu-
ously monitored for each cylinder. However, they are not directly controlled; if a safety
limit is violated, the engine controller switches to a fail safe operating mode. In this work,
the RCCI control performance is also examined for a dynamic test cycle, which is character-
ized by engine load and speed variations. In that case, the feedforward controller linearly
interpolates between the calibrated values in the 2D look-up tables u0(ωe, τe) and r(ωe, τe).

3.4. Multivariable Feedback Controller

To track the desired reference values r, a static decoupling matrix G−1
0 is combined

with a diagonal feedback controller C. The resulting multivariable feedback controller is
easy to implement on a production ECU. Assuming that the static decoupling is effective,
all fuel and air path feedback control loops can be treated independently. For these loops,
five proportional integral (PI) controllers are implemented, which leads to the diagonal
feedback controller:

C =

[
PIfuel 0

0 PIair

]
, (7)

=


cIMEPn 0 0 0 0

0 cBR 0 0 0
0 0 cCA50 0 0
0 0 0 cpem 0
0 0 0 0 cEGR ratio

, (8)

The subscripts indicate the controlled reference signal; e.g., cIMEPn is the IMEPn controller.

3.4.1. Next-Cycle Fuel Path Control

To deal with cylinder individual cyclic variations as well as cylinder-to-cylinder
variations, combustion phasing, and heat release control are key for stable and safe RCCI
combustion. Moreover, the blend ratio BR has to be kept at its desired value. Therefore,
next-cycle PI control is applied for the three fuel path controllers cIMEPn, cBR, and cCA50.
This is implemented using a forward Euler integration scheme:

∆ui[k] = ∆ui[k− 1] + KPei[k− 1] + KI Tcycleei[k− 2], (9)

where ei[k] = r[k]− xi[k] is the reference tracking error for combustion cycle k, and Tcycle is
the combustion cycle time. It is noted that the (variable) update frequency of the next-cycle
fuel path controller is set by the engine speed ωe (in rpm). As seen from Section 3.3, the
selected observed outputs are:

xi =
[

xi
IMEPn xi

BR xi
CA50 xpem xEGR

]>, (10)

Each individual cylinder is controlled by the corresponding three fuel path controllers.
For ease of implementation, identical references r and control parameters KP and KI are
used for the different cylinders. Therefore, the superscript i is omitted for these quantities.

3.4.2. Air Path Control

Two SISO PI controllers control the exhaust manifold pressure and the EGR ratio,
respectively. Both controllers are running in the time domain and operate with an update
frequency of fs. Typically, the air path dynamics are significantly slower than the fuel path
dynamics. This limits the maximum closed-loop bandwidth of the air path controllers.

4. Feedback Control Design

For the design of a robust RCCI engine feedback controller, a model-based approach
is followed. This approach relies on frequency domain-based analyses and is characterized
by three main steps:
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1. Multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) system identification;
2. Static decoupling design;
3. Robust loop shaping using a combustion uncertainty model;

These steps are discussed in more detail.

4.1. MIMO System Identification

As illustrated in Figure 3, we aim to develop a controller for the RCCI engine with
observer O, which is indicated as plant G. To do so, a data-driven model is identified
by determining the frequency response function (FRF) [22]. With this method, we are
able to identify cylinder individual combustion models. Moreover, the behavior of the
observer and actuator and sensor dynamics are included. First, multi-sine excitation signals
are applied to each individual control input u and the resulting outputs x are recorded.
Secondly, a single-input multiple-output (SIMO) system model is identified. Thirdly, by
combining the results for all individual control inputs, a square frequency response function
matrix for the overall multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) system is found:

Gq(jω) =
X(jω)

U(jω)
=

[
Gi

inj-comb Gi
valve-comb

Ginj-air Gvalve-air

]
, q = {A, B, C}. (11)

Consequently, three unique, linear plant models Gq(jω), which capture the local sys-
tem behavior, can be identified. Figure 4 shows the resulting FRF matrix for operating
point A. In these experiments, we applied a zero-mean, multi-sine excitation u with ran-
dom phase and 800 s duration. Excitation frequencies are chosen between 0.02 Hz and
10 Hz. Element gmn of this matrix is the FRF, which corresponds to the m observed output
(mentioned for each row) and the n control input (mentioned above each column). In
the upper part of this figure, cylinder individual FRFs for Gi

inj-comb and Gi
valves-comb are

plotted. It clearly illustrates that the combustion behavior varies for the six cylinders. This
is attributed to the unequal distribution of the fresh air, EGR and SPI E85 mixture over
the cylinders. Moreover, different cylinder wall temperatures can cause these variations,
especially for the two outer cylinders. For the air path response, which is shown in the
lower part of the figure, only a single (engine mean) response exists.

4.2. Static Decoupling Design

Using the data-driven, linear models Gq(jω), a static decoupling matrix G−1
q,0 is de-

signed for the individual operating points, such that we obtain the new, decoupled system:

Ḡq(jω) =
X(jω)

U∗(jω)
= Gq(jω)G−1

q,0 , q = {A, B, C}. (12)

The decoupling matrix is the inverse of the static gain matrix Gq,0. This matrix is
approximated by taking the average magnitude |Gq(jω)| for low frequencies.

The sign of the constant elements of Gq,0 is determined by the corresponding phase of
Gq(jω). A phase of 0 deg results in a positive sign of the element g0,mn, whereas a phase of
−180 deg results in a negative sign. For ease of implementation, we define one decoupling
matrix for all six cylinders. This is done by applying the static decoupling matrix of cylinder
1 to all cylinders. For operating point A, this results in:

G−1
A,0 =


13.021 2.221 −0.996 0.03 0.161
1.986 −1.051 −0.152 0.005 0.024
2.740 −1.193 1.192 0.021 0.103
2.043 −0.146 −0.095 −0.128 −0.629
5.014 −0.359 −0.234 −0.314 2.091

. (13)
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Figure 4. MIMO system identification results for operating point A. Reprinted from [19] with
permission of the International Federation of Automatic Control 2020.

As illustrated in Figure 3, this part of the controller determines new control inputs
∆u∗, which are a linear combination of the available control inputs in (2). In other words,
decoupling is effectively realized by coordination of the air and fuel path. During transient
operation, the values of the local static decoupling matrices G−1

q,0 are scheduled as a function
of engine speed ωe and requested engine load τe.

In order to assess the effectiveness of the static decoupling, an interaction analysis is
performed using the relative gain array (RGA) [23]. The RGA of the decoupled system is
defined as:

RGA(Ḡq) = Ḡq × (Ḡ−1
q )>, q = {A, B, C}. (14)

If the RGA is close to the identity matrix I, the system is dynamically decoupled.
In Figure 5, the results for all elements of RGA(Ḡq) are summarized for operating

point A. Note that this is done for the individual cylinders. The terms of the diagonal
elements are found to be close to 0 dB for frequencies up to approximately 0.4 Hz. In
this frequency window, the terms of the off-diagonal elements are negligible, i.e., close
to −30 dB. Consequently, decentralized controller design for the decoupled system Ḡ is
expected to be effective up to a bandwidth of 0.4 Hz. In line with expectations, at higher
frequencies (above 5 Hz), the static decoupling is less effective. Similar results are found
for operating point B and C.
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Figure 5. Results of the interaction analysis for decoupled plant Ḡq(jω) in operating point A.

4.3. Robust Loop Shaping

Assuming an effective decoupling, the MIMO feedback control design reduces to the
design of five independent SISO feedback controllers, as described in (8). In this work,
we aim to determine one unique controller C for all three operating points, such that
control implementation and calibration effort is minimized. To guarantee stable and robust
performance for all three operating points, first a dynamic uncertainty model is derived for
the decoupled system Ḡq. Based on this model, a robust design is determined for the five
SISO controller using frequency-domain loop-shaping. These two steps are discussed in
more detail and are illustrated for the design of cIMEPn.

4.3.1. Dynamic Uncertainty Model

To deal with cylinder-to-cylinder variations, a multiplicative, dynamic uncertainty
model is introduced:

G̃q(s) = G̃q,nom(s)[1 + ∆G̃(s)]. (15)

with nominal plant model G̃q,nom(s) and dynamic uncertainty model ∆G̃(s) For control
design, only the diagonal terms of G̃q(s) are of interest: i.e., ḡq,jj with j = {1, 2, . . . , 5}.
Then, (15) boils down to:

g̃q,jj(s) = g̃q,jj,nom(s)[1 + ∆g̃jj(s)], (16)

where the nominal plant model consists of two parts:

g̃q,jj,nom(s) = ZOHq(s)Fq(s), (17)

with:

ZOHq(s) =
1− e−Tcycles

Tcycles
, (18)
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Fq(s) =
a

s + b
e−Tcycles. (19)

The zero-order-hold model ZOH(s) is required, since the control are updated after
each combustion cycle. It is noted that the model parameter Tcycle depends on the engine
speed: Tcycle = (2 × 60)/ωe.

The combustion physics Fq(s) are approximated by a first-order model with an engine
speed dependent input delay. From additional experiments, it is concluded that these
combustion physics are associated with wall-wetting effects. This is in line with the results
in [24]. The dynamic multiplicative uncertainty in (16) is modeled as an operating point
independent skewed-notch filter:

∆g̃jj(s) = c

 s2

(ω1)2 −
β1
ω1

s + 1

s2

(ω2)2 +
β2
ω2

s + 1

. (20)

This approach is illustrated for the identification of a dynamic uncertainty model for
the first decoupled diagonal term j = 1 and all operating points q = {A, B, C}, so ḡq,11(jω).
The described steps are also applicable to the other diagonal terms of Ḡq. First, the nominal
plant model is identified by solving a least square optimization problem. The resulting
model parameters are listed in Table 5.

Table 5. Nominal plant model g̃q,11,nom parameters.

Operating Point q ωe [rpm] Tcycle [s] a b

A 1000 0.1200 6.745 6.745
B 1000 0.1200 6.745 6.745
C 1300 0.0923 10.321 10.321

Having identified the nominal plant model, the next step is to identify the dynamic
uncertainty model (20). Therefore, model parameters are determined, which satisfy the
following relation: ∣∣∣∣∣ ḡq,jj(jω)

g̃q,jj,nom(jω)
− 1

∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ |∆g̃jj(jω)|. (21)

For q = {A, B, C} and j = 1, the following parameters are found: c = 0.5, β1 = 2,
β2 = 2, f1 = ω1

2π = 1.8 Hz and f2 = ω1
2π = 50 Hz. This gives the uncertainty model ∆g̃11,

which is plotted in Figure 6. For reference, the individual cylinder deviations from the
nominal model in operating point A are also shown. It is seen that, up to 1 Hz, this model
gives a good approximation of the upper bound on the magnitude of the decoupled plant
of all cylinders.

4.3.2. SISO Feedback Controller Design

To control the RCCI engine with static decoupling, five parallel PI controllers have to
be designed, as described by (8):

cj(s) =
KPs + KI

s
. (22)

The two air path controllers are extended with a first order low-pass filter with cut-off
frequency fLP = 1

2πτLP
to filter out high-frequent measurement noise. Note that a single

controller cj is used for all operating points q = {A, B, C}.
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For RCCI engine control design, it is important to explicitly deal with the effect of
system uncertainty and external disturbances on engine performance. Therefore, frequency-
domain loop shaping is applied. By assuming effective decoupling, SISO system analysis is
performed. Based on analysis of the loop gain lq,jj = ḡq,jjcj, this systematic method gives
clear requirements for stable and robust RCCI engine operation. SISO stability can easily be
assessed from the Nyquist plot. To guarantee robust performance, the Gain Margin (GM),
Phase Margin (PM) and Modulus Margin (MM) are specified, see Figure 7. The targeted
values are summarized in the top of Table 6. More details about this loop shaping method
can be found in [23].
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Figure 7. Nyquist plot of loop gain lA,11 for six individual cylinders (operating point A).
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Table 6. Performance indicators and robustness margins of the five SISO feedback controllers for
operating points A, B, and C.

Output Resp. Time ωco PM GM MM
[cycles] [Hz] [deg] [dB] [dB]

Design Target PM > 30 GM > 6 MM < 6

Operating point A

xIMEPn 8 0.27 86.5 14.5 2.5
xBR 11 0.32 97.8 inf 0.5
xCA50 9 0.26 77.2 15.6 1.6
xpem 32 0.10 76.5 13.6 2.1
xEGR ratio 28 0.11 94.1 6.4 5.6

Operating point B

xIMEPn 8 0.32 70.6 11.2 3.2
xBR 12 0.32 97.8 Inf 0.5
xCA50 10 0.30 78.9 16.3 1.7
xpem 29 0.10 83.3 12.6 2.4
xEGR ratio 35 0.12 94.2 6.4 5.6

Operating point C

xIMEPn 10 0.30 79.4 16.4 1.8
xBR 11 0.32 99.5 Inf 0.4
xCA50 10 0.24 75.4 18.1 1.2
xpem 25 0.10 74.6 15.1 1.7
xEGR ratio 30 0.13 95.6 7.9 5.0

Using the uncertainty model, the feedback controller can be designed more system-
atically and efficiently; if the robustness margins are met for the uncertainty model, the
individual cylinder controllers also satisfy the design criteria. More precisely, the loop gain
lq,jj(jω) = g̃q,jj(jω)cj(jω) is shaped for closed-loop stability, while dealing with robustness
margins and performance. The latter is expressed by the cross-over frequency ωco, which is
a measure for the closed-loop bandwidth [23]. The applied control settings and resulting
robustness margins are listed in Table 6 and Table 7, respectively. For operating point
A, the corresponding Nyquist plot of lA,11 is shown in Figure 7 for the next-cycle IMEPn
controller. The model including uncertainty (in blue) clearly respects the target robustness
margins. As illustrated in this figure, the six cylinder individual controllers also meet these
robust performance criteria for these control settings. From additional analysis, it is also
concluded that the designed controllers have good disturbance rejection properties, see
also [19]. The Nyquist plot of lB,11 and lC,11 can be found in Appendix A. These figures
illustrate that the stability criterion as well as the target robustness margins are met for all
studied operating points. It is noted that the stability of the five-by-five closed-loop MIMO
system can be analyzed by studying the characteristic loci, see e.g., [23]. This analysis also
proofed that the closed-loop MIMO system is stable.

Table 7. Control parameter settings for SISO fuel- and air-path controllers.

SISO Controller KP KI τLP [s]

cIMEPn 0.25 2.00 n/a
cBR 0.25 2.00 n/a
cCA50 0.25 2.00 n/a
cpem 0.5 0.79 0.0159
cEGR ratio 0.5 0.79 0.0159

Besides robust performance, the reference tracking performance of the feedback con-
troller is important, especially during transients. Therefore, the response time is included
in Table 6. It is defined as the number of combustion cycles needed by the output x to
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reach 90% of the reference input step r. From this table, we conclude that the cylinder
individual combustion parameters are controlled relatively fast; an increase of 1 bar in
rIMEPn is realized in 8 engine cycles. For step wise changes in rCA50, a response time of
10 cycles is observed. Both response times are larger than the values found in literature
for the best tracking performance: 1 to 4 cycles for IMEP control [12,14] and 3 cycles for
CA50 control [9]. This difference is mainly contributed to the controller calibration; in
the trade-off between robustness and performance, current robustness margins still leave
room for further performance improvement, see Table 6. However, wall wetting effects
will remain a limiting factor; with an estimated delay in the combustion physics Fq(s) of
0.12 s, it takes one cycle before the output x starts to respond to PFI E85 changes. Together
with the delay due to next-cycle control updates, this means that a minimal IMEP response
time of two engine cycles is expected in the studied engine. Moreover, the relatively slow
air path dynamics strongly affect the response time of xpem and xEGR ratio. These response
times are on the order of 30 cycles, which is in line with values found in [10] for open-loop
controlled system responses.

5. Experimental Results

The developed RCCI engine controller proved to enhance stable engine operation due
to significant reduction of cylinder-to-cylinder variance in previous work [19]. This work
concentrates on the demonstration of robust RCCI engine operation. Therefore, the RCCI
engine controller’s performance is studied for three different cases. Firstly, the transient
performance of the controlled RCCI engine is studied for engine speed and engine load
variations. Secondly, its capabilities to effectively reject the effect of unknown disturbances
in operating conditions is examined. Here, the focus is on disturbed intake manifold
temperature. Thirdly, results are presented that demonstrate the controller’s potential to
increase the RCCI load range due to enhanced stable and safe operation.

5.1. Transient RCCI Engine Performance

In automotive applications, future RCCI engines have to be able to deal with various
dynamic duty cycles. As a first step, the performance of the closed-loop controlled RCCI
engine is examined for the test cycle shown in Figure 8. This cycle connects the three
studied operating points via engine speed and engine load ramps.

IMEPn

ωe

time [s]

A B C

8.5 bar

11.5 bar

8.5 bar

1000 rpm

1300 rpm

[rpm]

[bar]

60 s 60 s 60 s1 s 7 s

Figure 8. Test cycle around the three studied operating points for evaluation of transient RCCI engine
performance. Reprinted from [19] with permission of the International Federation of Automatic
Control 2020.
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To assess the potential of the closed-loop controlled RCCI engine, its performance is
compared with the open-loop control performance, i.e., RCCI engine with feedforward
controller only. Figure 9 gives the experimental results for the control inputs u, observed
outputs x and performance outputs z, respectively. The performance outputs include
peak in-cylinder pressure zPMAX , peak in-cylinder pressure rise rate zPPR and engine out
NOx and THC emissions, zNOx and zTHC, respectively. Although the cylinder individual
feedback controllers are active in the closed-loop control case, cylinder-averaged fuel path
control settings and cylinder-averaged combustion parameters are plotted. This is done for
comparison purposes.

This figure clearly illustrates that the RCCI process is very sensitive for varying
operating conditions. After changing the fuelling and air path settings around engine
cycle 500, the observed outputs x differ from the desired reference values r in the open-
loop control case. Especially, a drift in CA50 is observed, which converges to the desired
stationary value in 500 engine cycles. This slow process is associated with engine heat up
due to the increased engine load. As a result, in-cylinder temperatures increase, such that
CA50 advances and both zPMAX and zPPR increase. For xIMEPn, xpem, and xEGR, this initial
offset does not reduce. Stationary operating conditions differ from the reference values for
the open-loop control settings. During transients, peaks in xpem and xEGR are seen. This is
mainly due to interaction between the fuel and air path control loops.

The closed-loop controller manages, after an initial offset, to control the observed
outputs to their desired values. Due to their larger response time, this requires more
combustion cycles for the air path parameters than for the combustion parameters. Test-
averaged cov(IMEPn), which is a measure for combustion stability, is reduced from 6.0%
in the open-loop control case down to 3.3%. Comparison of the reference r and the five
observed outputs x learns that good tracking behavior is achieved due to accurate coor-
dination of the air and fuel path settings by the closed-loop RCCI engine controller. It is
concluded that effective input–output decoupling is achieved, since minimal interaction
is seen between the control loops. As expected, larger deviations between r and x are
seen during transients. The average absolute value and standard deviation of the cylinder-
averaged tracking error are specified in Table 8. These cycle results illustrate that accurate
reference tracking is not only realized during the studied stationary operating points, but
also during the transient periods, where engine speed or engine load vary. The RCCI engine
controller tracks xIMEPn and xCA50 with average tracking errors of 0.24 bar and 0.45 deg
CA, respectively. The results are in line with the best transient results presented in [13,14]:
0.15 bar and 1.4 deg CA. for ēIMEPn and ēCA50, respectively, and 0.20 bar and 1.5 deg CA for
σIMEPn and σCA50. However, in this study, the desired air path conditions are also closely
followed by the coordinated air–fuel path controller. Especially, the peaks in xpem and
xEGR during transients are reduced by the closed-loop controller. Although a higher NOx
peak is found due to reduced EGR ratios around engine cycle 1100, the test-averaged NOx
emission is reduced by 0.1 g/kWh (12.8%). At the same time, the test-averaged zPMAX and
zPPR are reduced by 7.9 bar and 1.1 bar/deg CA and their peak values are cut by 14.4 bar
and 3.8 bar/deg CA, respectively. Partly, the reductions are explained by the reduced diesel
and E85 fuel quantity to realize the reduced IMEPn reference values. This is also assumed
to be key in the overall reductions of zPMAX and zPPR. Besides fuelling, combustion phasing
strongly affects these values between engine cycle 500 and 1000. Over the entire test cycle,
tracking of xEGR gives reduced EGR ratios. The corresponding increased Air Fuel ratios
λAF lead to lower combustion temperatures. This explains the trend in test-averaged THC
emissions: 1.2 g/kWh (12.6%) increase compared to the open-loop control case.
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Figure 9. Transient RCCI engine performance for the proposed engine speed-load cycle: open-loop
versus closed-loop results (PFI-to-SPI E85 mass flow ratio of 100%:0%). Reprinted from [19] with
permission of the International Federation of Automatic Control 2020.

Table 8. Cylinder-averaged tracking results for the studied test cycle.

Performance Criteria xIMEPn xBR xCA50 xpem xEGR

Average absolute error ēx 0.24 0.01 0.45 1.01 0.26
Standard deviation σx 0.31 0.03 0.58 2.41 0.34

The results demonstrate that the closed-loop controller guarantees robust RCCI engine
performance during the studied transient conditions. In addition, it minimizes the drift in
zPMAX and zPPR, which was found in the open-loop case. This enhanced robustness gives
opportunities to allow smaller safety margins. These reduced margins can be exploited to
further maximize thermal efficiency or to increase RCCI load range. The later is explored
in Section 5.3. For transient conditions, optimization of the reference trajectories is required
to find the best trade-off between thermal efficiency and engine out emissions. It is shown
that the proposed controller is able to simultaneously realize the desired air and fuel
path conditions.
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5.2. Disturbed Intake Manifold Temperature

To analyze the disturbance rejection capability of the RCCI engine controller, the intake
manifold temperature Tim is gradually increased from 25 ◦C to 35 ◦C in operating point
A, see Figure 10. Similar to the previous case, cylinder-averaged behavior is depicted for
the open-loop as well as the closed-loop control case. For the open-loop control case, we
manually determined control settings u, which keeps x around the desired r and keeps
the RCCI combustion process stable. On the other hand, the closed-loop MIMO controller
automatically adjusts the controller inputs to track the reference values r.

In the open-loop control case, the engine operation started at Tim = 27 ◦C with a
cylinder-averaged, peak in-cylinder pressure zPMAX and peak in-cylinder peak pressure
rise rate zPPR of 149 bar and 7.1 bar/deg CA, respectively. By gradually increasing Tim
towards 35 ◦C, these values increase up to 165 bar and 11.5 bar/deg CA, respectively.
Eventually, the limit for peak in-cylinder pressure rise is reached in cylinder 1 and 4,
such that the engine is shut down around cycle 15,500. During the imposed Tim increase,
we observe a significant advancement in CA50 towards TDC. This is associated with an
increased end of compression temperatures. As a result, the start of combustion of the
injected diesel fuel is advanced and combustion phasing is shifted correspondingly. The
earlier CA50 leads to increased losses, such that cylinder-averaged IMEPn reduces from
9.7 to 9.5 bar. Moreover, due to the earlier combustion phasing, in-cylinder pressure and
pressure rise levels increase. As shown in [20], engine out NOx levels will also increase.

The closed-loop RCCI engine controller compensates for the effects of the Tim dis-
turbance and controls all observed outputs x to their desired reference values r. To keep
CA50 at its desired reference value of 8 degCA aTDC, diesel injection timing uSOI Diesel
needs to be advanced significantly. At the same time, the EGR valve position is constantly
adjusted between 10% opening and 30% opening. This is associated with control of xEGR
and pem towards their reference values. This also leads to lower cylinder-averaged zPMAX
and zPPR levels: 145 and 8.3 bar/deg CA, respectively. As a result, both outputs remain
within their safety limits and safety margins are increased. It is concluded that the MIMO
engine controller is able to guarantee stable and safe RCCI operation for changing external
conditions that are associated with the studied varying intake manifold temperature Tim.

5.3. Increased RCCI Load Range

In this section, we aim to exploit the enhanced robust engine performance to in-
crease RCCI load range. To do so, the RCCI engine is run at a constant engine speed of
ωe = 1000 rpm. For the open-loop control case, an increase in engine load τe is challenging.

As illustrated in Figure A3, large cylinder-to-cylinder variations in IMEPn, CA50,
zPMAX and zPPR are observed: 2.6 bar (22%), 9.1 deg CA (149%), 39 bar (25%) and 4.9 bar/deg
CA (61%), respectively, around the cylinder-averaged values. The latter compromises
safe operation, since the safety limit is met. Cylinder 1 as well as cylinder 6 reach
zPPR = 15 bar/deg CA around cycle 5000 and 7000, respectively.

The closed-loop RCCI engine controller compensates for cylinder-to-cylinder varia-
tions and realizes the desired outputs x in all cylinders, as illustrated in Figure 11. More
precisely, compared to the open-loop control case, cov(IMEPn) is reduced from 9.2% to
2.8%, whereas cov(CA50) remains small: 0.5%. Cylinder balancing indirectly leads to
similar zPMAX and zPPR values in the six cylinders. The cylinder-to-cylinder variations are
reduced by 33.6% and 11.6%, respectively, due to next-cycle combustion control.

For the closed-loop control case, the increased safety margins are used to further extend
the engine’s maximal load range. By manually changing the reference values r, the RCCI
engine can be operated at higher loads, while still meeting the safety and noise constraints
for zPMAX and zPPR, as defined in Table 4. In open-loop control mode, a maximum load of
τe = 1325 Nm (BMEP = 12.9 bar) is achieved, while the closed-loop controlled RCCI engine
is able to run at τe = 1520 Nm (BMEP = 14.8 bar), see Figure 12. This 14.7% increase in RCCI
load range clearly illustrates the potential of the proposed closed-loop RCCI engine control.
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Figure 10. RCCI engine performance for disturbed intake manifold temperature Tim: open-loop
versus closed-loop results (PFI-to-SPI E85 mass flow ratio of 50%:50%).
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Figure 11. Engine load increase with closed-loop RCCI engine control (PFI-to-SPI E85 mass flow ratio
of 50%:50%).
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Figure 12. Demonstration of increased RCCI engine load range: open-loop versus closed-loop results
(PFI-to-SPI E85 mass flow ratio of 50%:50%).
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6. Conclusions

In this work, a feedforward–feedback control architecture is proposed for coordinated
air–fuel path control in a multi-cylinder RCCI engine. This architecture combines static
decoupling with a diagonal MIMO feedback controller and is easy to implement on a
production ECU. For control design, we present a systematic, frequency response-based
control design methodology, which gives clear design criteria in order to guarantee robust
performance. The potential of the developed, multivariable engine controller is successfully
demonstrated on a six-cylinder diesel-E85 RCCI engine. Based on the results of this study,
the following conclusions are drawn:

• Cylinder individual models of the complex RCCI combustion process can be effi-
ciently identified following the frequency response function (FRF) method. The
resulting data-driven models also capture wall wetting phenomena and sensor and
actuator dynamics and are crucial input to derive a system uncertainty model;

• Effective input–output decoupling is realized using a static decoupling matrix. In
experiments, minimal interaction between the five control loops is observed;

• Robust RCCI engine operation is demonstrated for the proposed closed-loop RCCI
engine controller. This controller gives good reference tracking behavior for varying
engine speed and load during transients and compensates for the effect of unknown
external disturbances, such as the studied intake manifold temperature variations;

• Closed-loop engine control enables RCCI load range increase due to enhanced
safety margins. At ωe = 1000 rpm, the maximal load range was increased by 14.7% up
to BMEP = 14.8 bar.

These results are an important step in bringing RCCI engines on the road.
Future research will focus on RCCI engine performance for real-world cycles and on

advanced concepts to further improve brake thermal efficiency and transient RCCI engine
performance. This includes studies into the potential of electrically-assisted turbocharg-
ing [25] and DI E85 injection and of self-adaptive control strategies that on-line optimize
fuel efficiency. Moreover, the use of RCCI engines in hybrid electric vehicles is of interest,
see, e.g., [26].
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Appendix A. Robust Stability Analysis for Operating Points B and C
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Figure A1. Nyquist plot of lB,11 for six individual cylinders (operating point B).
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Figure A2. Nyquist plot of lC,11 for six individual cylinders (operating point C).
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Appendix B. Load Increase for Open-Loop Controlled RCCI Engine

Figure A3. Engine load increase with open-loop RCCI engine control at ωe = 1000 rpm (PFI-to-SPI
E85 mass flow ratio of 50%:50%). Actuator inputs are manually updated to achieve a higher load.
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